
Walk This Way 
Obey 
Matthew 7: 24-29   
 
INTRODUCTION  In a time when religious leaders and a religious system made it 
increasingly complicated to connect with God, the resurrection changed everything.  
The emerging Easter movement would be characterized by people who the Apostle 
Paul encouraged to ‘walk by the Spirit.’  This refreshing and simple invitation guides 
our steps still today.    

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 

1.    Think back to your parent’s discipline style, were they strict or relaxed?  What was 
the most difficult punishment your parents handed out to you as a child or youth?   

2.    Why do so many people believe God seeks to punish the sinners of the world?   

3.    Pastor Jon mentioned in the message that ‘when you fall in love with someone, 
you are wide open to their influence.’  How has this played out in your life?  What 
implication does this have for the idea of obedience to God?  

4.  Read Matthew 7:24-29    

• Why is a strong foundation important in this parable? 
• What types of ‘acts’ do you think Jesus is directing his followers to do that 

provide a foundation? (beyond church attendance and reading scripture etc.) 
• Can you think of some alternative foundations that we tend to mistake as 

solid? 
• When has obedience to God’s word helped give you a foundation in midst of 

storms? 

5.  Pastor Jon shared that it comes down to choosing which map to follow; the map 
culture provides or the map Jesus provides.  What does that mean? 

6.  Where is obedience to God’s call a challenge for you this week?   

 

KEEPING IN STEP  

For many people the Christian faith becomes a rules-based religion. Instead, the 
Scriptures reveal that Jesus' initial invitation is to follow him. He invites us to follow 
him until we begin believing that he is indeed who he says he is. This belief that God 
loves us and has the best in store for us becomes the reason we obey.  


